HYBRID MEETINGS
Getting together as a small group
can infuse a business session with
the energy that sparks when we’re
all in the same room.
Who hasn’t experienced that
important shared that look across
the table, or that feeling when you
can just tell the group is all on the
same page?
For those who can’t attend on site,
luckily meeting platforms are an
incredible tool – so we have great
options to bring the best of both
setups through a hybrid meeting.
The Globe and Mail Centre is pleased to offer our hybrid meeting solution: a large and spacious table
surrounded with excellent technology. Your board meeting, team retreat or strategy session can take
advantage of an in-person meeting setup that is also fully accessible to remote participants, making
sure everyone can see, hear and fully participate.
The Globe and Mail Centre has been home to hundreds of exceptional corporate events. With ample
natural light, modern finishes, and state-of-the-art AV services, it’s the perfect complement to your
meeting agenda. Safe, clean and spacious, it’s an ideal venue to bring together your key team members
for an important day.
Our hybrid meeting packages allow you to plan a thoughtful and thorough session featuring:
•

Easy streaming into your favourite meeting platform, with large-scale video projection in the
room, providing everyone with a great experience.

•

Excellent video and audio streaming for your at-home attendees from an
elegant setting with top notch recording and broadcast technology. Advance
and on-site preparation rehearsals help ensure everyone is able to participate at
their best.

•

An expert technical and events team to help you map out your agenda, create your streaming
strategy and implement your session requirements for a seamless meeting experience
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Elegant Space to Stage and Record your Hybrid Meeting
We are pleased to offer you a perfect space options to host your gathering, for a large u-shaped or square table.

THE EVENT HALL
This large, flexible space is ideal for hybrid setups with a central
table for up to 20, or theatre seating for up to 40 attendees. With
ample presentation screens and monitors, everyone attending
in person and online will have a full, participatory experience.
PACKAGES INCLUDE
•

A bright, elegant purpose-built meeting space

•

One 6' table per attendee with power and black linen

•

Dedicated production manager and expert onsite
technicians
Four 9’ x 16’ screens and laser projectors for presentation
and virtual attendee feeds

•
•
•

Three HD cameras in static positions, with remote
controlled speaker zoom and video mixing
One microphone per attendee, with manual operation with
amplified sound in the meeting room

•

Two program and preview monitors

•

Podium options

*Customized equipment and AV services are available upon request.
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Seamless Streaming to Connect with Your Attendees
For an interactive virtual meeting with video of all your remote participants, we can stream your Hybrid Meeting into a virtual
meeting platform of your choice (for example, with Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Webex and more).

STREAMING INCLUDES
•

Support with registration and session activation

•

Simultaneous streaming and recording

•

Real-time technical support for speakers and viewers

A Sophisticated Event Venue and Professional Events Team
Plan with the peace of mind that comes with knowing our exceptional team will ensure the event is safely designed and
executed to the best standards. We’ll take care of all the details behind the scenes so you can focus on your important session.

OUTSTANDING EVENT SERVICES INCLUDE
•

A dedicated Event Manager who knows our space inside and out, and has the best tips and tricks for a phenomenal event, along
with your day-of event staff who are passionate about ensuring your event is a success

•

Beverage services from pop and juice to coffee and tea to bottled flat and sparkling water served to your guests

•

Select a customized menu from our exceptional catering partners who will directly work with you on nourishing options for your
team and attendees
Kindly note there are no additional gratuities or service charges on our venue services

•

The Globe and Mail Centre will deliver an excellent on site experience for your group.
We’re here to ensure your audience (near and far) is impressed by the entire session
and, most importantly, we make sure your planning is easy and you get to enjoy the success of your day.

To request a proposal please visit

globeandmailcentre.com/virtual
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